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Abstract Mesoporous iron phosphate containing CTAB
as templating agent was synthesized and characterized
by means of X-ray diffraction, Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy and TGA techniques. The meso-
porous material shows a highly ordered structure, that
collapses when submitted to extraction with acetate ions.
The treatment of the exchanged samples at 573 K under
nitrogen atmosphere leads to amorphous phases with an
electrochemical behaviour typical of carbon-coated iron
phosphate electrodes. The existence of this coating,
proceeding from incomplete pyrolysis of the organic
exchange agent, enhances the electronic properties of the
system, as evidenced by galvanostatic experiments and
impedance spectroscopy measurements.
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Introduction

The search for positive electrodes, competitive with Li-
CoO2 and stabilised LiNiO2 has arosen much attention
on lithium iron phosphate [1–3], an olivine structure that

develops a voltage plateau at 3.5 V versus lithium, and
provides a capacity as high as 170 mAh g�1, but shows
poor electronic properties. When LiFePO4 is totally
charged at 4.0 V, FePO4 with an heterosite structure is
obtained [3], where Fe(II) is octahedrally coordinated by
oxygen proceeding from the PO4

3� polyanion. In fact,
this octahedral coordination is responsible for the to-
potactic character of the reaction involving the Fe(III)/
Fe(II) redox couple, during the charge/discharge cycles.
After the pioneering study of Prosini et al. [4], a wide
series of lithium free iron phosphates have been exam-
ined for electrochemical purposes by the groups of
Whittingham [3, 5, 6] and Masquelier [7, 8]. The main
observation is that iron phosphates, FePO4ÆxH2O
(0<x<3.4), containing tetrahedral iron (III), behave
poorly in lithium cells, due to the instability of tetra-
hedral iron (II) at the end of the discharge. Conse-
quently, the structures tridimite, a-quartz and b-quartz
of anhydrous or hydrated phosphates provide a bad
performance [5–7]. Other feature largely investigated is
the role of water content in the iron phosphate compo-
sition. Amorphous FePO4Æ2H2O can react with lithium
in conditions close to equilibrium to yield Li1.0Fe-
PO4Æ2H2O [4] or with non-steady techniques to yield
Li0.7FePO4Æ2H2O [5]. Both its disordered nature and the
presence of two coordinated water molecules account
for this first capacity. Structural water seems to enhance
the ionic conduction properties of the solid, solvating
the lithium ions during the intercalation/deintercalation
process. However, this amorphous phase is characterised
by a capacity loss during the first charge [4–9]. Inherent
to both types of materials, there is a lack of conductivity
that leads to capacity fading by cycling. The ball-milling
of the cathode powders with carbon or ruthenium oxide
has been effective to increase the reactivity and cycling
life of amorphous hydrated compound [7] and a crys-
talline anhydrous phase [8, 9], respectively.

In this work, we have approached the multiple issues
of the iron phosphates under a new perspective, by
studying the electrochemical properties of a mesoporous
structure [10] constituted by amorphous walls of com-
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position close to FePO4Æ2H2O. The study of this phase
was investigated after the extraction of the surfactant
agent by an exchange treatment, followed or not by
calcination under different atmospheres at 573 K.
Heating the samples at this temperature provokes the
collapse of the structure, thus an increase in the disorder
of the system and a decrease in the mesoporosity.
Interesting results were provided by a material
containing carbon in its structure obtained from an ex-
changed mesophase calcined under nitrogen atmo-
sphere. The electrochemical properties of the different
materials obtained from the mesoporous iron phosphate
were compared with those of amorphous FePO4Æ2H2O.

Materials and methods

Synthesis of the mesoporous iron phosphates and
related materials

Mesoporous iron phosphate was prepared following the
procedure of Guo et al. [10] modified by the use of
CTAB in place of sodium laurylsulfate as surfactant. To
a suspension of freshly prepared amorphous iron phos-
phate in water, HF is added with vigorous stirring. After
the dissolution of iron phosphate, an aqueous solution
of CTAB is added and the whole system is kept in stir-
ring for 30 min. The system is then heated to 60 �C and
held for 2.5 h. After cooling to room temperature, no
precipitate was observed in contrast with that reported
for the dodecylsulfate procedure. An increase of the pH
solution from 2 to 10, promoted by the addition of 1 M
TPAOH solution, led to the precipitation of a yellow
solid. Then, the solid was recovered by centrifugation
and repeatedly washed with water and acetone, yielding
the mesoporous phosphate. Extraction of the surfactant
was carried out by an ion exchange procedure by
treating the previous freshly prepared sample with a
0.05 M ethanol solution of sodium acetate under con-
tinuous stirring. After extraction, the solid was repeat-
edly submitted to centrifugation, washed with ethanol,
and finally let to dry in air. The extraction of CTAB was
checked by thermogravimetric and FTIR analysis. The
exchanged samples are so called samples A.

For electrochemical purposes, two additional samples
were prepared by heating the exchanged mesophase at
573 K respectively under air (sample B, light yellow
colour) or nitrogen (sample C, black colour).

Characterisation of the samples

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded on a
Siemens D5000 X-ray diffractometer, using CuKa radi-
ation (k=1.54059 Å) and a graphite monochromator.

Thermogravimetric analysis was carried out in a SDT
2960 simultaneous DSC-TGA instrument, with a bal-
ance sensitivity of 0.1 lg (±1%) and a DT sensitivity of
0.001 �C, with Pt–Pt/13%Rh type R thermocouples.

Samples were heated at 10 K/min from room tempera-
ture to 800 �C, under a 120 ml min�1 oxygen flow.

Scanning electron microscope images were obtained
on a Leica Stereoscan microscope with an energy dis-
persive X-rays (EDX) analyser coupled. Iron and
phosphorus content in our samples were obtained by
using this analyser. Transmission electron micrographs
were obtained with a Hitachi H600 instrument operating
at 75 kV and with an EDX analyser coupled.

FTIR spectra on KBr-based pellets, were collected
with a Bruker IFS66 instrument used in the transmit-
tance mode. Spectra were recorded at 4 cm�1 intervals
over the 4,000–400 cm�1 range.

The electrochemical characteristics were determined
with either two-electrode (for cycling) or three-electrode
(for impedance spectroscopy) electrochemical cells.

The working electrode consisted of a stainless steel
grid on which the cathodic material was pressed. The
cathode was made of a mixture of active material (80%
wt) with graphite (7.5% wt), acetylene black (7.5% wt)
and PTFE (5% wt). The mixture is pressed on to a
stainless-steel grid, with a geometric area of 1 cm2. The
electrolyte used was 1 M LiClO4 in propylene carbon-
ate. Propylene carbonate, double-distilled, was obtained
from Fluka and used as received. Anhydrous lithium
perchlorate was dried under vacuum at 200 �C for 12 h.

Galvanostatic cycling experiments were performed
using two-electrode Swagelock-type stainless steel cells
with Whatman GF/C glass microfibre filter discs as
separator. Cycles were performed using a MacPile II
(BioLogic) potentiostat connected to an Imac computer.
Working electrodes were cycled in the potential window
2–4 V versus the lithium counter electrode (consisted of
a lithium foil) also used as reference. The discharge-
charge rate was C/20 for 1 Li/P.

Impedance measurements were performed with three-
electrode electrochemical cells in which the reference
electrode is a lithium wire in a separate compartment and
counter electrode consisted of a gold wire directly im-
mersed in the electrolyte solution, close to the working
electrode. The experiments were made with a potentio-
stat EGG PAR 273 A coupled with a 1255 Schlumberger
Frequency Response Analyser in the frequency range
104 to 10�3 Hz The excitation signal was 14 mV peak to
peak. The equilibrium potential was considered to be
reached when the drift in open-circuit voltage remained
less than 1 mV h�1. Fitting of the impedance diagramms
were realized with Zplot software from Scribner.

Results and discussion

XRD measurements

The diffraction patterns of the two ordered mesophases
obtained (as synthesized product and sample A) are
shown in Fig. 1. The amorphous nature of the iron
phosphate used as precursor contrasts with the ordered
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as-synthesised mesoporous material whose diffractogram
(Fig. 1a) is characterised by three peaks at 2.1, 3.6, and
4.1�, corresponding to pore plan reflections. It is inter-
esting to note that the mesophase obtained by using
CTAB as template, is more ordered than that for sodium
laurylsulfate template [10], which diffractogram only
shows one peak at 2.4�. After exchange, the mesostruc-
ture partially collapses as the two latter diffraction peaks
disappear and the basal peak intensity decreases (Fig.1b).
Therefore, the stability of the as synthesized mesophase
versus the extraction is lower than for the mesoporous
iron phosphate obtained by Guo, which can be easily
ascribed to the proved role of sulfate-based surfactants in
obtaining highly stable non-siliceous mesophases.

The treatments at 573 K under air or nitrogen
atmospheres of sample A led to an increased disorder in
the pores distribution as shown in Fig. 1c. XRD pat-
terns of samples B and C in a wide angle region (1.5–80�)
(not shown therein) indicate than both samples are
amorphous. Up to now, thermal stability of the meso-
porous iron phosphate obtained by the laurylsulfate
method has not been reported.

Infrared spectroscopic features

FTIR spectroscopy provided information about purity
of the mesophases obtained. Figure 2 shows the infrared
spectra of as synthesized mesophase and sample A.
Spectrum of amorphous FePO4Æ2H2O, (precursor of
sample A), shown for comparison, consists of a broad
band in the 3,600–2,500 cm�1 region and a peak at
1,630 cm�1 that can be ascribed to the presence of

composition water, besides characteristic peaks at
1,060 cm�1 and 920 cm�1 [11]. Moreover, the lack of
bands at 1,020, 990, 890 and 470 cm�1 discard the
presence of c-FeOOH, Fe3(PO4)2, a-FeOOH and d-Fe-
OOH, respectively, in the precursor [12]. The presence of
cetyltrimethylamonium group in the mesoporous mate-
rial is checked in the Fig. 2b. Two intense peaks assigned
to asymmetric (2,922 cm�1) and symmetric (2,858 cm�1)
stretching vibrations of C–CH2 in the methylene chains,
are observed. Sharp bands in the region 1,450–
1,500 cm�1 are attributed to the deformation of –CH2–
and –CH3 of the incorporated surfactants. The weak
band at 3,025 cm�1 is assigned to C–CH3 asymmetric
stretching and N–CH3 symmetric stretching vibrations
of solid surfactant. The existence of CH2 vibrations at
2,858 cm�1 and 2,922 cm�1 indicates that the surfactant
is present as micelles in the as-synthesized mesostruc-
tured iron phosphate [13, 14]. After exchanging
(Fig. 2c), the infrared spectra is quite similar with that of
amorphous FePO4Æ2H2O (Fig. 2a). In fact, the bands
due to CTAB have disappeared and, again, water is
present in this sample, yielding a broad band between
3,000 cm�1 and 3,700 cm�1 and a peak at 1,642 cm�1,
corresponding to O–H stretching and deformation
vibrations. The position of these bands also reveals that
the linking of these water molecules to the structure is
not weak. Finally, the exchange process introduces a
weak peak at 1,400 cm�1 that can be ascribed to the
presence of a little amount of acetate [13].

Infrared spectra of sample B and sample C (not
shown) confirmed the removal of exchange agent as the
1,400 cm�1 band has disappeared.

Fig. 2 FTIR spectra of a amorphous FePO4Æ2H2O, b as synthe-
sized mesoporous iron phosphate, c sample A

Fig. 1 XRD patterns of a as synthesized mesoporous iron
phosphate, b sample A, c sample B
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Thermogravimetric measurements

Figure 3 shows the thermograms of sample A and its
amorphous precursor. For the amorphous phosphate,
the TG curve shows a well defined weight loss between
323 K and 773 K, which is ascribed to elimination of
crystallisation water. The total mass loss is 20.68%,
which corresponds quite well to 2 mol of water for each
mole of FePO4 [5, 15, 16].

Thermogravimetric curve of as synthesized meso-
phase, shows three steps corresponding to the removal
of water molecules (below 473 K), the desorption and
decomposition of the surfactant (353–698 K) and the
dehydroxylation of the surface and the removal of little
residual surfactant (698–873 K). The three steps have
been already identified for tin oxide mesoporous phase
obtained by using CTAB as surfactant agent [14]. The
composition of this phase, calculated on the basis of the
weight loss is FePO4Æ(CTAB)0.25Æ1.7H2O.

The absence of the CTAB in sample A is confirmed
by recording the corresponding thermogram (Fig. 2c).
Instead of the well defined weight loss in the 453–698 K
region, we distinguish the shape decomposition of ace-
tate groups (in agreement with infrared measurements)
in the temperature region 423–623 K. Once acetate is
decomposed, dehydroxylation of the surface takes place.
However, overlapping of the different processes hinders
the accurate determination of the sample A composition
by thermogravimetric measurements. Besides that, we

can remark that after exchange, the mesoporous solid
seems to contain water molecules (in a first approxi-
mation, 2–3 mol of water per mol of FePO4). The excess
of water from the original phase can be associated to the
reported hygroscopic character of some iron phosphates
[7, 8].

On the basis that sample A seems to be a mesoporous
variant of the amorphous FePO4Æ2H2O, (this one of
interest as positive electrode for lithium ion batteries),
we have approached the study of its electrochemical
application in lithium cells. The existence of pore
channel system in sample A should facilitate the lithium
diffusion in this system, if remaining sodium acetate
does not hinder it. Samples B and C, namely amorphous
anhydrous FePO4 are also interesting as the remaining
acetate groups are definitively absent in the network.
However, the thermal treatment also implies the loss of
pores ordering and mesoporosity in both samples, which
hinder the lithium diffusion through these materials. For
both samples B and C, water is released in the 323–
473 K region, and corresponds to ca. 11% in weight,
evidencing the hygroscopic behaviour of these solids [7,
8]. However, TG analysis (Fig. 3d.) shows for sample B
a weight loss (10%) in the 473–723 K region, difficult to
explain if we consider that acetate groups in both sam-
ples were removed during the treatment at 573 K.

Microscopy examinations

Figure 4 shows one scanning electron micrograph cor-
responding to amorphous FePO4Æ2H2O. This material is
composed of nanoparticles with size ranging between
40 nm and 80 nm and round shape. These results are in
agreement with earlier reported products obtained from
water solutions containing Fe(III) and NH4H2PO4 [4,
15, 16]. TEM images have been obtained for samples A
and B, of electrochemical interest, and are shown in

Fig. 3 Thermogravimetric analyses under air flow of a amorphous
FePO4Æ2H2O, b as synthesized mesoporous iron phosphate,
c sample A, d sample B

Fig. 4 Scanning electron microscope image of amorphous Fe-
PO4Æ2H2O obtained from precipitation of an iron nitrate solution
with a NaH2PO4 solution
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Fig. 5. The low resolution of the microscope hinders the
observation of the sample A ordered pore structure.
However, both images allow conclude that thermal
treatment produces fractures in the mesostructure and
discriminate the average size of the particles, which is
below 90 nm.

Energy dispersive X-rays analyser coupled with the
TEM instrument detected carbon and sodium in sample
A, as sodium acetate proceeding from the extraction are
retained in that structure. Samples B and C, obtained by
thermal treatment at 573 K, still contain sodium in their
compositions although no traces of carbon are detected.
According to these features, sodium could be fixed to the

pore FePO4 walls as different oxide-entities for sample B
and sample C. Moreover, sample C, black in colour,
retained little and undetectable traces of carbon, pro-
ceeding from the incomplete pyrolysis of acetates under
nitrogen atmosphere.

Electrochemical tests

Figure 6 shows the first cycles of the different samples
studied in lithium cells with 1 M LiClO4/PC electrolyte
and under a C/20 regime discharge. Voltage range (4.0–
2.0 V) was fixed according to the literature on these
systems. The voltage-composition curve of a cell based
on amorphous FePO4Æ2H2O (Fig. 6a) shows the typical
S-type earlier reported by Prosini [4], Whittingham [5]
and Masquelier [7], where a pseudoplateau at 3.0 V is
evidenced before voltage quickly fades close to 2.0 V.
This pseudoplateau is ascribed to the reversible reaction:

x Liþ FePO4 ! LixFePO4 ð1Þ

It is noteworthy that our sample reacts in the first
discharge with 0.65 F Li/mol FePO4Æ2H2O, a value
intermediate between those reported by Whittingham
and Masquelier groups. As the procedure for the sample
preparation is similar for the three groups, we believe
that differences in the first discharge are mostly due to
the preparation of the composite electrode. When sign of
current is reversed, the cell polarizes ca. 1.0 V prior the
development of a pseudoplateau at 3.2 V, and a signif-
icant capacity (0.2 Li) is lost in agreement with earlier
studies [5, 7]. It means that part of the lithium inserted
during the first discharge is difficult to be deintercalated.
After further cycling, the charge/discharge profiles are
more similar and some extra lithium can be inserted in
the phosphate due to the breaking of the particles that
decreases the lithium diffusion pathway. The evolution
of the discharge capacity as function of the number of
cycles is shown in Fig. 7. As seen, discharge capacity is
as high as 90 mAh g�1 at the 15th cycle, a value still not
competitive for lithium ion batteries purposes. The
insulating character of the iron phosphate is responsible
for the reduction of a limited fraction of the iron(III)
present and consequently, one mole of compound inserts
less than one mole of Li. The usual methods envisaged
for increasing the low electronic conductivity of the iron
phosphates mostly deal with the mixing of the phos-
phate particles with carbon [7, 8] or ruthenium oxide [9]
at intimate and microscopic level.

Sample A seems to be a mesostructure composed of
amorphous FePO4Æ2H2O walls and therefore, its curve
profile (Fig. 6b) looks like the one of amorphous Fe-
PO4Æ2H2O. The ordered pore structure should facilitate
the diffusion of lithium through the material and
therefore, to increase its electrochemical activity. Other
enhancing effect is the high surface area, 250 m2 g�1 [10]
intrinsec to mesophase, which is ten times higher thanFig. 5 TEM images of a sample A and b sample B
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that observed for amorphous FePO4Æ2H2O [15]. It ex-
plains the lower polarisation developed by sample A cell
and the smaller capacity loss during the first recharge.
However, the capacity provided by the mesophase based
cell is lower than for the amorphous FePO4Æ2H20 cell
even after further cycling since the sample A cells never
provides more than 65 mAh g�1 (see Fig. 7). Some au-
thors have considered as limiting factors the shape and
size of the iron phosphate particles, but in our case the
particles of amorphous FePO4Æ2H2O and sample A, are
quite similar. Therefore, we believe that first discharge
behaviour should be related to sodium acetate remaining
in the galleries, therefore hindering the diffusion of the
lithium by electrostatic or steric interactions.

In a first approach, samples B and C are amorphous
anhydrous iron phosphates with a certain content in

sodium. Prosini [4] and Whittingham [5] have reported
the electrochemical activity of amorphous FePO4 ob-
tained after the heating of an amorphous hydrated
sample close to 673 K. The voltage/composition curves
are close to those of the hydrated systems, earlier dis-
cussed, i.e. a pseudoplateau at 3.1 V which is followed by
a abrupt voltage fading close to 2.0 V, and total lithium
inserted in the first discharge is x=0.6 in LixFePO4.
Masquelier has reported a different curve profile for a
composite based on carbon and 400 �C-heated amor-
phous FePO4Æ1.6H20 [7]. For this material, a pseudo-
plateau with a smooth slope can be observed at 2.8 V in
the range 0<x<0.6 in LixFePO4 and no abrupt voltage
fall takes place close to 2.0 V. Both reported systems
evidence that thermal treatment modifies the mechanism
of the electrochemical reaction with lithium, through a

Fig. 6 First discharge/charge
cycles of lithium cells in the 2.0–
4.0 V range with cathode
electrodes based on a
amorphous FePO4Æ2H2O,
b sample A, c sample B,
d sample C, e sample C tested
between 2.0 V and 4.3 V
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change either in the composition either in the structure of
the samples. Structural water, occupying two of the
octahedral coordination position of iron (III) in the
amorphous FePO4Æ2H20, has been considered for many
research groups to solvate lithium ions and therefore, to
increase the ionic conductivity of the systems [5, 7, 8].
Thermal treatment should remove this water and de-
crease the electrochemical performance of samples B and
C. Their discharge curves are shown in Fig. 6c, d
respectively. As seen, they are closer to the results
reported by Masquelier although the pseudoplateau

domain is smaller, 0<x<y in LixFePO4 (y=0.35 or 0.40
for sample B and C, respectively). Small capacity dis-
charges in the heated systems are also usually correlated
to the presence of tetrahedrally coordinated iron during a
process of crystallization [3, 5, 7, 8]. However the soft
thermal treatment (2 h under 573 K) should not induce
the crystallisation, reported to take place between 723 K
and 823 K. We rather believe that particles disconnec-
tion can take place during the pyrolysis of the remaining
acetate groups and the pores collapse. This phenomenon
is particularly satisfactory to explain the behaviour of
sample B, treated under air, since its first charge profile
indicates an important loss of capacity, almost 50% of
the initial one.

Sample C cell show an interesting behaviour as it
recovers almost all the first charge capacity when
charging and with further cycling, the cell capacity in-
creases until 80 mAh g�1 at the 20th cycle. This
behaviour, i.e. an almost practical reversibility of the
insertion reaction, is only observed for hydrated phos-
phate phases, with good ionic conductivity [3–5] or for
carbon coated systems, where electronic conductivity of
FePO4 is enhanced [7–9]. The procedure for its prepa-
ration and the black colour exhibited by sample C,
indicate that we have probably coated the amorphous
FePO4, that built the pore walls, with a thin carbon film
proceeding from the incomplete pyrolisis of organic
groups. It is to be noted that the level of carbon should
be so low as not detected by the TEM analyser. Nev-
ertheless, during the thermal treatment we have also
associated sodium to the amorphous structure, as its
removal is possible charging to 4.3 V (Fig. 6e).

From Fig. 7, it is evident that sample A and B, pro-
vides bad cycling life or poor capacity, respectively. The
good cycling performance of our sample C, in spite of

Fig. 7 Capacity versus cycle number for the lithium cells with
cathode electrode based on (filled circle) amorphous FePO4Æ2H2O,
(open circle) sample A, (filled square) sample B and (open square)
sample C

Fig. 8 EIS diagrams of sample
B and sample C. Inset shows
the high frequency region
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the low capacity provided, gives innovative information
to enhance the electrochemical properties of iron phos-
phate based systems. We have carried out a study of the
impedance of samples B and C, in order to obtain more
electrochemical parameters, and to allow us to under-
stand their different performance. For this purpose, we
have studied samples with a fixed chemical composition
of Li0.05FePO4. The impedance diagrams are shown in
Fig. 8. The electrochemical response at high frequencies
(insert in Fig. 8), consists for both samples in a semi-
circle, which exhibits an impedance of 4W that could be
associated to intergrain resistance. However, major dif-
ferences are observed when examining the response at
middle frequencies region before the apparition of a
Warburg domain characterized by a slope{�Z¢} versus
Z equal to 1. Indeed the values found for the charge-
transfer resistance (Rtc) are equal to 150W and 80W for
samples B and C, respectively. These impedances are
related to the conductivity of the composite electrodes
and, thus, to the electronic conductivity of the phos-
phate particles. As seen, the carbon coating efficiently
improves the electronic properties of the sample C by
comparison to that of sample B, allowing us to conclude
that the difference in the electrochemical behaviour of
each samples are related to these characteristics. Scrosati
has reported a Rtc value of 450W for an anhydrous a-
quartz FePO4 sample [9], where iron is in tetrahedral
coordination. When a coating with 5% (weight ratio)
ruthenium oxide is carried out on this system, Rtc de-
creases to 260W, i.e. 42% lower than for pristine com-
pound. In this context, our thermal treatment seems to
be more efficient and also less expensive, considering the
high cost of RuO2. However, we must consider param-
eters of crystallinity, iron coordination and porosities of
samples B, C and a-quartz FePO4.

Finally, we have carried out an estimation of the
lithium diffusion coefficient in sample C by studying,
thanks to the Vaccaro’s method [17], the limit frequency
(f*L) that characterizes the end of the Warburg domain
(semi-infinite diffusion) and the beginning of the capa-
citative region (limited diffusion, corresponding to the
accumulation of lithium ions). The transition zone be-
tween both domains shows an overlapping due to two
features. Firstly, the huge porosity of our electrodes,
that substantially modifies the slope of the capacitative
region, deviated from the theoretical 90 � angle. Levin
and Aurbach [18] have recently claimed that for porous
electrodes constituted by particles with finite values of
specific conductivity, the porous structure must be ex-
actly estimated for an accurate value of the lithium
diffusion coefficient. Therefore, the values calculated in
this work are only approximated. Secondly, slow lithium
diffusion in the phosphate based electrodes [2, 4, 19]
should also explain the overlapping of the Warburg
domain and the capacitative region.

Applying the formula, DLi=L2 ·2pf* where L is the
pathway for lithium diffusion (assimilated to a particle
radium), the estimated value of DLi is in the range 10�14

to 10�13 cm2 s�1. Although these values are only

approximated, we can see that they are higher than that
found for amorphous FePO4Æ2H2O described by Prosini
[4] but are close to that reported by Franger [2] and
Newman [19] on LixFePO4 systems. A determination of
the porous structure of our samples is now being carried
out for a better discussion of their diffusion coefficients.

Conclusions

Mesoporous iron phosphate has been synthesized by a
method involving the dissolution of amorphous Fe-
PO4Æ2H2O with HF, followed by the reaction with
CTAB. The solid obtained, of composition Fe-
PO4Æ(CTAB)0.25Æ1.7H2O, was submitted to extraction
with sodium acetate. FTIR studies show that the
resulting phase, sample A, seems to be the mesoporous
variant of amorphous FePO4Æ2H2O. Its electrochemical
behaviour in lithium cells is characterised by a relatively
low polarisation after the first discharge although the
capacity is lower than for the microporous material. One
promising lithium ion electrode, providing a stable
capacity close to 100 mAh g�1, was obtained by heating
sample A at 573 K under nitrogen atmosphere. A thin
film of carbon around the phosphate particles increases
the electronic properties of the solid, as evidenced by
impedance measurements. Major efforts are now fo-
cussed in optimizing the electrochemical performance of
this electrode by increasing the carbon content.
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